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Tianyang (David) Zhang 

 

Questions, Answers & Lessons Learned 
 

 What were your expectations prior to running for the Director of International Students 

Relations? 

I expected that in the role, I would have the ability to: 

 Increase the turnout rate of international students at  UVSS activities. 

 Increase the awareness of UVSS to international students. 

 Achieve a greater level of integration between international students and domestic 

students. 

 Build relations between UVSS and all other service sectors on campus that provide helps 

to international students. 

 

Did reality differ from your expectations? 

Unfortunately I have to say yes. It is really hard to handle fourth year courses, responsibilities to 

other clubs, graduate school applications, and the UVSS work. The  effort I was able to put forth 

was slightly below what I originally thought I would be able to commit to.  

 

What were some of your key successes? 

I became a member of the Uvic Global Community (GC) advisory council AND a UVSS 

representative, successfully cross-promoting activities between the groups.  

 

How much time do you need to devote to your role? 

 

I regularly devote 2 to 3 hours but limit my time to 2 hours during midterm weeks. I usually 

attend 1 to 2 committee meetings per week. Most of my hours on the Board are devoted to 

volunteering and tabling. During campus kickoff alone I spent up to 5 hours a day greeting 

students! 

 

  



Lessons learned) and/or recommendations helpful for those running for the International Student 

Relations.  

There are various problems international students face on this campus and there is more than one 

approach to solve each issue. Time management is essential if you want to do a good job in this 

position. 

The right candidate should be open-minded and willing to respect and acknowledge the existence 

of different cultures and mindsets. It would be really beneficial for whomever assumes this role 

to have some background in helping international students. You can meets some great people 

when you volunteer for International Student Services on campus. 

The incoming candidate should be sensitive to different international students’ perspectives. It is 

NOT proper to put all international students in the same group. Students from one region might 

want more political engagement in UVSS, while  other students might want to see UVSS have 

better food and better customer service. 

 

Best Wishes, 

Tianyang Zhang 

 


